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<SM_Lilia> =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Childhood Dreams, Part II. Stardate 10303.30 =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
<SM_Lilia> Dreams are made of imagination. They represent all of our hopes and fears. The problem with them is that when they come true, we stop wanting them.
<SM_Lilia> The USS Elara remains docked at the Science Station Mendel trying to find out why they are there and what exactly happened during the 12 hours few seem to remember.
<SM_Lilia> =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
<SM_Lilia> @ACTION: Shane is still holding to his father, as if he were the only thing in the universe.
<CO_Capt_Wall> ::on bridge by Engineering station::
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @::watches the reunion take place::
<FCO_Lost> :: At his station on the bridge ::
<CTO-Ens-Exter> @::Watching shane::
<CEO_LtJG_Heller> ::begins a full dionostics of the main computer core::
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @::watches what is going on::
<Shane> @::looks up at the others:: XO: I am glad to see you Mr Timrok
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @XO: Who is this kid?
<Shane> ::blinks at the CSO::
<TO_Ens_Tider> :: on the bridge at tactical doing general tactical things::
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @ shane: yes it has been a while, you`ve grown
<Shane> @::smiles:: XO: Miss Gomes has been feeding me well!
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @XO: I think we should meet with commander gomes sir.
<CEO_LtJG_Heller> ::curses under his breath::
<CEO_LtJG_Heller> CO:  Computer shows no sign of tampering.
<Shane> @XO: She is waiting for you, and the rest of the away team too. But can I take my father and show him my toys please Mr Timrok?
<FCO_Lost> :: Thinks there is not much to do at the helm since the ship is docked, but watches his console as he begins running diagnostics ::
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @XO: I think his father should spend some time with him sir.
<CTO-Ens-Exter> @::grins:: Shane: he'll like that 
<CO_Capt_Wall> TO: Ensign, since the CTO is on the station, I want you to backtrack personnel while we were docked at the Starbase of activity on the Elara
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @Shane: if Mr maor has no objections im sure we could manage without him for a little while ::invites Maor to go with shane::
<CO_Capt_Wall> CO: thank you Mr. Heller
<Shane> @<Lt Commander Salas>::clears his throat:: XO: I am Lt Commander Salas, the first officer of this station. Commander Gomes has asked me to lead you to her office
<TO_Ens_Tider> CO: Yes sir, will get right on it ::accesses the ships sensor logs and begins compiling the relevent information::
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @ CSO: lets go see if we cant figure out whats going on here
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @XO: I sir.
<Shane> @ACTION: Maor and Shane leave the room
<CO_Capt_Wall> CEO: what about any unual space time continuim anamolies?
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @Salas: thank you, please lead the way
<SM_Lilia> <Dr greene>*CO* Greene to Wall
<SM_Lilia> <delete last çline>
<SM_Lilia> <Dr Greene> *CEO* Greene to bridge
<CEO_LtJG_Heller> ::checks through all sensor logs for any possilbe anamolies:::
<CEO_LtJG_Heller> *Dr. Greene*:  Lt Heller here what can I do for you doctor.
<SM_Lilia> @<Lt Commander Salas>::begins walking towards the TL:: XO: She is in sickbay. It seems the commander and the members of a team she led to the Arix colony are experience some sort of amnesia
<CTO-Ens-Exter> @::looks up as he hears  Salas::
<TO_Ens_Tider> ::slowly sifts through the information arriving at his console, looking for patterns and annomolies, thinking this could take a while::
<SM_Lilia> <Dr Greene> *CEO* I have had some distressing reports of the senior crew having memory losses
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @::looks at the CSO:: all: interesting
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> !@::Follows commander salas::
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @XO: I wonder if i have a chance to meet a friend of mine who was in the bajoran resistance who is a freighter captain now.
<CEO_LtJG_Heller> *Dr Greene*:  Yes it seems that many of the senior staff has no recolection of the past 12 hours myself included.
<SM_Lilia> @<Lt Commander Salas>:: as the TL comes to halt and the doors open he steps out of it onto the station's operations. The he heads to a closed door::
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @CSO: stationed here? ::leaves the TL behind salas::
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @::exits the TL::
<SM_Lilia><Dr Greene>  *CEO*Why was I not informed? that is most severe. you may not be fit for duty!
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @XO: He does some trading in this area sir.
<FCO_Lost> :: Sees the computer asking for verification of systems readings before continuing with the diagnostic ::
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @:: perhaps when our job here is done you might have the chance to look him up::
<SM_Lilia> @<Lt Commander Salas>all: Make yourselves comfortable, Commander Gomes will be joining you in a minute ::points to the now opened door::
<CEO_LtJG_Heller> *Dr. Greene*:  I am fit for duty doctor.  And you can't well relieve all the senior staff.  We have been concentrating on finding what happened informing you just slipped our minds.
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @::enters the room and looks around for something comfortable::
<SM_Lilia> <Dr Greene>*CEO* I will tell you that in a minute. Greene out!
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @::follows timrok and sits down::
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @:;sits down looking far from comfortable::
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @XO: Relax sir. I've sat on things far worse then this.
<SM_Lilia> @ACTION: The Commander's office is quite simple and efective. Only a table, three chairs and a large couch. opposite the table is another chair
<CTO-Ens-Exter> @:;standing and very  jumpy::
<CEO_LtJG_Heller> CO:  No records of any anomoly, plus we have none on record that would only affect certain people who were scatered all over the ship and station.
<TO_Ens_Tider> ::content the computer has given him all the information its likely to he begins the arduous task of checking names and bio readings against the databases::
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @CSO: im sure i must have read your report on the power plant explosion but as yet i have no memory, you will have to brief me as we go
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @CSO: the seeting is adequate ::fidgets::
<Commander_Gomes> <Dr Greene>::enters the bridge and looks for the CO::
<CO_Capt_Wall> CEO: Mr, Heller, I kinda figured that would be the result
<CEO_LtJG_Heller> CO:  As did I
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @::staraightens his uniform::
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @XO: So how long do we have to wait here sir?
<Commander_Gomes> @::enters the office accompanied by a vulcan in what seems in a blue uniform. he is holding a medical tricorder. She smiles when she spots the famialiar faces::All: welcome to Space station Mendel. XO: It is good to see you again Joe ...
<CTO-Ens-Exter> @::looks at Gomes and raises a eyebrow::
<Commander_Gomes> <Dr Greene>CO: Why was I not informed of a pending medical condition aboard this ship?
<CEO_LtJG_Heller> ::sees the doctor::  Self:  Why can't doctors just let us do our jobs.
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @Gomes: Nice to see you again Commander gomes.
<CO_Capt_Wall> ::turns around to walk back down to his seat on the bridge as the Dr. Greene speaks::
<Commander_Gomes> @All: this is Dr Gliak. He wants to .. observe me. and you. It seems you are suffering from amnesia from the last 12 hours too? ::takes her seat::
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @::stands up abrubtly:: Gomes: and you.. ::pauses to check the pips:: commander
<Commander_Gomes> @::frowns at Timrok::
<FCO_Lost> :: Sees the computer asking for confirmation before continuing with the diagnostic.  Gives the computer the verification code ::
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @Gomes:: Do you remember what you told me at the arix colony?
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> <edit ma'am>
<CO_Capt_Wall> Dr. Greene: the reason we haven't is were are still investigating, we havent concluded that it is a medical problem
<Commander_Gomes> @CEO: Yes, I remember everything up to the point when i gave you the PADD with the subspace disturbance information
<FCO_Lost> :: Yawns as he watches the console ::
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @GOMes: So the station has forgotten things as well ma'am?
<Commander_Gomes> <Dr Greene>CO: Oh please. I remember the last 12 hours perfectly, why wouldn't you? ::gets his tricorder and begins scanning::
<Commander_Gomes> @CSO: no, just the away team on the planet. Furthermore, that information I was about to give you. I am geting more convinced that the subspace disturbance is linked with the explosion
<CO_Capt_Wall> Dr Greene: ::just stares at him:: you do remember?
<TO_Ens_Tider> ::looks on at the slightly decreased report with a definate suspicion that this is going to take all day::
<Commander_Gomes> <Dr Greene>CO: Of course I do. I even came to the bridge once. You were all awfly quiet but I didn't think about it twice
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @XO: I wonder if that being and the subspace disturbance is connected sir.
<Commander_Gomes> <DR Greene>::goes to examine the FCO::
<CO_Capt_Wall> Dr Greene: quiet? when was this?
<Commander_Gomes> @XO/CSO: Being?
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @ CSO: being? ::looks around at the others:
<Commander_Gomes> <Dr Greene>A couple of hours after you gave the order to leave the starbase
<CTO-Ens-Exter> @::takes a seat::
<CSO_ENS_La`tan> @XO: The creature cns karen noticed sir.
<Commander_Gomes> <Dr Greene>::frowns lookinf at the FCO's adrenaline levels:: FCO: You need to relax ensign, we are not under attack ... yet. ::moves to the CEO to scan him::
<CEO_LtJG_Heller> Dr.  Greene:  I assure you I am fine.
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @ CSO: i wasnt aware. Gomes: you will have to forgive me my memory of most of today is.. well patchy at best
<Commander_Gomes> @All: we found no evidence of a being, just a subspace distortion hours before tje explosion
<CO_Capt_Wall> Dr Greene: very well ::puzzled look comes agross his face:: you may begin a full medical investigation, I want everybody who does'nt remember this last 12 hours are to be examined
<Commander_Gomes> @XO: Must be the Whiskey
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @ Gomes: i doubt it
<CO_Capt_Wall> Dr Greene: perhaps this is why we haven't come up with anything in our investigation, we were looking at it as not a medical problem, but perhaps it is
<Commander_Gomes> @::smiles::
<TO_Ens_Tider> ::decides to expand his search to include any energy emmisions that arose during the alloted time, figuring the computer probably didnt include them in the last report it generated::
<FCO_Lost> :: Sees the computer again ask for verification before moving on to the next level of the diagnostic.  Yawns as verification is given.  Watches the computer continue on with the diagnostic ::
<Commander_Gomes> <Dr Greene> ::nods:: CO: It should have been done long ago
<Commander_Gomes> <Dr Greene> ::scans the TO::
<TO_Ens_Tider> ::turns and gives the doctor a glance:: Self: They always want to scan somebody... ::turns back to his console and his work::
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @CTO: have your investigations turned up anything that might shed some light on events at the power plant?
<Commander_Gomes> @XO/CTO: What sort of information did you gather about the colony
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @:: suddenly realises how rude he has been:: Gomes: i dont think i introduced you, this is the ships new CTO, ensign Exeter
<Commander_Gomes> @::nods to the CTO::
<CTO-Ens-Exter> @::looks up and nods:: Gomes; Well, I had a interview witha Andorian who says that it was a plot by the Arkonians, but  that was just because he hated them.
<CO_Capt_Wall> COM: XO:
<CO_Capt_Wall> Timrok, like a report what have you found on the Station, we have been busy on the ship, our investigation is turning to a Medical approach
<Commander_Gomes> @CTO: It is very likely that the subspace distortion was what caused the explosion. But I can not imagine the arkonnian level of technology creating it
<FCO_Lost> :: Yawns again trying to look alert, but knows looking at his console with the blinking lights is mesmerizing ::
<CTO-Ens-Exter> @Gomes; that's what the Vulcan said. But he thought it was a Natural phenenom.
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @ :;steps aside:: *CO* it seems we arent the only ones suffering from a loss of memory, Commander Gomes`s team from Arix colony are also suffering, and its starting to look like it might not have been an accident
<Commander_Gomes> @CTO: If it is natural it is most unusual. as it is unusual to loose 12 hours
<CO_Capt_Wall> COM: XO: did you say Commander Gomes? shes there?
<CTO-Ens-Exter> @CTO: Well, is some cases losing twelve hours of memory can be explained :;smiles::
<Commander_Gomes> @::raises an eyebrow::
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @::smiles to himself at he comment::
<CTO-Ens-Exter> <Cto= Gomes>
<XO_Cmdr_Timrok> @ *CO* Yes sir in the flesh ::frowns to himself for saying that::
Note: The Last 15 minutes are missing

